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NTI-100

A TWO-TEAM RACE?

For the world’s top PCB manufacturers, Apple and Samsung 
can make (or break) you. by DR. HAYAO NAKAHARA

For those who believe nothing changes in printed circuits, 
think back just 16 years to the first edition of the NTI-100. 
The biggest names in PCB manufacturing included Photocir-
cuits, Lucent and Hadco, among others. TTM was just being 
incorporated. The US and Japan were battling for worldwide 
bare board supremacy. Taiwan was a relative newcomer, 
China an after-thought.

Every year brings changes, even if the overlying trend 
remains the same. 

2013 was no exception. Many changes took place, par-
ticularly among Japanese PCB manufacturers. Domestic pro-
duction value plunged 15% in 2013 from the previous year. 
One reason: The average exchange rate in 2013 was 100 yen/
USD, while it was 80 yen/USD in 2010-2012, a 15% depre-
ciation. As a result, several Japanese makers dropped off the 
list, as the minimum revenue to be ranked is $100 million. 

There were mergers and acquisitions during the course of 
2013, such as Kyocera acquiring Toppan-NEC Circuit Solu-
tions (the new name is Kyocera Circuit Solutions, or Kyocera 
CS for short) and ISU-Petasys acquiring Trendtronics in 
Hunan Province, and changing its name to TTL. Although 
the total revenue by top makers increased in 2013, the num-
ber of entries on the list decreased. As usual, any errors that 
may exist are strictly the responsibility of the author. 

Data collection. There are close to 2,800 PCB manufacturers 
worldwide, though this number seems to be changing (read: 
decreasing) almost daily. Of those 2,800, approximately 640 
fabricators worldwide were examined, from which those 
with revenues equal to or greater than $100 million were 
identified. Most large Taiwan makers are publicly traded and 
publish “consolidated” revenues every month. Revenues of 
some rigid PCB makers include sales of assembled boards. In 
such cases, the assembly portion (PCBA) was eliminated as 
much as possible, although it may be possible that in some 
instances not completely. Some listed manufacturers are part 
of other stock-listed manufacturers, yet separately listed, 
which made it challenging to avoid double counts.

Most large flexible circuit board (FPC) makers are engaged 
in assembly operations (FPCA), and their reports include 

mixed revenues, bare board and assembly (cost of assembly 
and components). Their bare board portion ranges from 40 to 
80% typically, depending on their customer mix. It is not pos-
sible to separate the bare board portion accurately when con-
sidering FPC makers, and therefore, in those cases no attempt 
was made to eliminate assembly value. If an attempt is made 
to “guess” the bare board portion, gross errors are likely to 
occur. Hence, strictly speaking, the ranking table presented in 
this report does not reflect a fair comparison, but this cannot 
be helped. Judgment is left to the readers.

The revenues of most publicly traded manufacturers are 
easily identified. However, some listed makers do not identify 
the PCB portions clearly. Sumitomo Denko, Hitachi Chemical, 

COUNTRY CODE 2012 2013

Australia AUD 0.9658 1.04

China CNY 6.3034 6.19

Euro EUR 0.78 0.75

Hong Kong HKD 7.7567 7.76

India INR 53.4631 58.44

Indonesia IDR 9329.2 10394.7

Japan JPY 80 100

Malaysia MYR 3.0777 3.14

New Zealand NZD 1.2348 1.22

Philippines PHP 42.0954 42.35

Singapore SGD 1.2494 1.25

S. Korea KRW 1123.02 1050

Taiwan TWD 29.5 29.5

Thailand THB 30.909 30.65

Vietnam VND 20692.7 20878.4

Switzerland CHF 0.94 0.93

United Kingdom GBP 0.63 0.64

Source: www.oanda.com/convert/fxhistroy.

TABLE 1. Currency Exchange Rates
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Multek, Sanmina, 3M and several others, 
which belong to large corporations, do 
not break out PCB revenues. The author’s 
private communications with those com-
panies helped determine reasonably accu-
rate numbers. In the case of 3M, its rev-
enue is a pure guess, as every year.

The author would like to express 
his gratitude to those makers that 
shared revenue data and also to two 
trade organizations, TPCA and CPCA, 
for their valuable assistance.

Exchange rates. Readers are reminded 
that slight variations of exchange rates 
sometimes make big differences in rank-
ing. Some Chinese makers presented their 
revenues to the author in US dollars with-
out disclosing the exchange rate used. It 
turned out that each one used slightly 
different exchange rates; the converted 
revenues were adjusted according to the 
RMB/USD exchange rate shown in the 
table. Some revenue reports included the 
17% VAT, which had to be eliminated. 

In order to baseline growth rates, 
2012 revenues were adjusted to 2013 
exchange rates. 

Taiwanese Stock Exchange-listed 
manufacturers report consolidated rev-
enues to the TSE every month. Some 
manufacturers report revenues in US 
dollars every month in their finan-
cial columns, and at the end of each 
year indicate total revenue in USD, 
which is the sum of 12-month rev-
enues, each month converted to USD 
with a “monthly” average exchange 
rate. The result is slightly different 
from 12-month revenue in NTD in 
local currency converted to USD using 
“average yearly” exchange rate. The 
author chose to convert yearly revenue 
with average yearly exchange rate.

TABLE 1 shows the average 
exchange rates used to convert rev-
enues in local currencies to US dollars. 
In 2013, the yen fell 25% in value 
against the US dollar. 

2013 trends. The NTI-100 list  pres-
ents an interesting picture. Broken 
down by region, the list reveals many 
things (TABLE 2). The 99 PCB manu-
facturers with revenues greater than 
$100 million, for instance, accounted 
for 84% of the total world production 
of $60 billion.

It is said that approximately 20% 
of semiconductor devices are consumed 

by two smartphone makers: Samsung 
Electronics and Apple. Since the value 
of a given PCB is about 20% of semi-
conductor usage, it may not be an 
exaggeration to say that these two 
smartphone giants consumed about 
20% of the total PCB output.

Generally speaking, those PCB mak-
ers that supplied to Samsung (many 
Korean nationals) and Apple did well 

in 2013, despite the fact that average 
selling price (ASP) plunged tremendous-
ly. The price plunge was compensated 
by volume increases. However, while 
profits have seemed to decrease con-
tinuously the past few years, fabricators 
continue to increase production capacity, 
inviting further price erosion. This is 
a vicious cycle. Newcomers and those 
with expanded capacity tend to offer 
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lower prices, sometimes just to cover depreciation costs. In turn, 
OEM customers do not have to relentlessly pressure their PCB 
suppliers for price concessions. Instead, the competition trig-
gers further price erosion, particularly in technology-oriented 
products such as 10-layer “any-layer” products. Technology is 
not necessarily a guarantee for better profit. As a matter of fact, 
single-sided boards, considered low tech, bring better profits.

PCB makers for media tablets also did well. These fabrica-
tors typically supply boards for smartphones. Smartphones and 
tablets use a large number of wireless chips. Hence, IC substrate 
suppliers (such as Kinsus of Taiwan) to chipmakers Qualcomm 
and MediaTek, two leaders in wireless chips, excelled. 

Automotive PCB is another hot area. The barrier to 
entry is high, but once a PCB maker is certified, fairly steady 
growth of 5 to 6% annually is possible. The author estimates 
the total automotive PCB market is close to $5 billion annu-
ally (about 8% of worldwide PCB production) and is increas-
ing faster than the rate of automobile shipments, as more 
electronics are adopted for automobiles, particularly in the 
area of “infotainment,” for safety and driving information.

Select makers. Some PCB manufacturers may not be familiar 
to readers, although simple explanations are attached for each 
listing. It is best to explain each one in the NTI-100 TABLE 4, but 
not practical due to limited space. The choice of makers is pure-
ly random, and the selection is in descending order of revenue.

It is well-known which fabricators supply to Apple and 
Samsung (and Continental, Bosch and Denso, etc.), although 
some firms forbid their suppliers to mention their associa-
tion. It is rather comical to know that “Apple” is not to be 
mentioned in Japan among suppliers. It is referred as “B” 
company or “Banana” company there and as “Fruit” com-
pany in Taiwan and China. Apple and Samsung may not like 
to see their names on the list, but they are mentioned so read-
ers can see why some fabricators grew or declined in 2013.

PC and TV shipments continued to decline in 2013, and 
hence PCB makers that supply to these two markets generally 
saw reduced revenue. Digital still camera (DSC) shipments have 
been declining 15% to 20% in the past few years, its function 
being taken over by smartphones. As a result, those HDI board 
makers that supply to this market experienced revenue decline.

At the time of this writing, suppliers of infrastructure 
boards in China are very busy because of the TD-CDMA 
4G LTE introduction in China, which requires tens of thou-

sands of base stations. This 
will change the 2014 map.

It is commonly understood 
that for a mature market, 80% 
of the revenue is in the hands of 
20% of suppliers. Insofar as the 
PCB market is concerned, this 
rule does not apply. Instead, 
roughly 5% of the companies 
own 90% of the market. The 
big get bigger and faster.

Nippon Mektron is the No. 1 
maker for the third time, and 
the second in a row. It is said 
that more than 80% of its 

revenue is now obtained from overseas production.

Young Poong Group consists of Interflex, Young Poong 
Electronics, Korea Circuit and Terranics. Interflex has a 
branch factory in Tianjing, China. YPG’s FPC portion was 
$1.7 billion in 2013, assembly included of course.

Unimicron includes Ruwel AG, Clover Electronics and Sub-
tron. It has been building a PCB complex in Jining, Shandong 
Province, China, and has MOU with the city of Huang Xi, 
Hubei Province, where Wus is building a plant.

Zhen Ding Technology is one of the largest FPC suppliers 
to Apple. A strong association with Apple is natural since 
its parent, Foxconn, is the largest contract manufacturer of 
various Apple products.

SEMCO (Samsung Electro-Mechanics) is expanding HDI 
operations in Kunshan, China, by building a second factory.

Ibiden is pouring $400 million into its second Penang plant 
for HDI expansion and also expanding its Beijing plant to 
cope with increasing layer counts. Although Ibiden had a 
revenue decline, its profits improved in 2013.

NTI-100

RANK MAKER COUNTRY REVENUE ($M)

1 CMK Japan 488

2 Chin Poon Taiwan 472

3 Meiko Japan 381

4 Viasystems US 353

5 Nippon Mektron Japan 260

6 KCE Thailand 210

7 Tripod Taiwan 160

8 AT&S Austria 150

9 Elna Japan 110

10 Unitech Taiwan 102

Top 10 Total 2686

Source: N.T. Information Ltd.

TABLE 3. Top 10 Automotive PCB Makers in 2013

 NO. ENTRIES NO. ENTRIES TOP REVENUE  GROWTH SHARE OF

COUNTRY/REGION $100M $1B 2012 2013 2013/2012 TOP 99

Taiwan 21 6 14,531 15,380 5.84% 31.2%

Japan 21 3 10,596 11,765 11.03% 23.9%

S. Korea 15 3 9,116 9,770 7.17% 19.9%

China 24 0 5,415 6,023 11.23% 12.2%

US 6 2 4,399 4,374 -0.56% 8.9%

Europe 4 0 1,126 1,208 6.79% 2.5%

Southeast Asia 3 0 624 694 11.22% 1.4%

Total 94 14 45,807 49,214 7.27% 100.0%

TABLE 2. NTI-100 by Region
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Tripod has been emphasizing HDI boards and automotive 
PCB in recent years. Its Xiantao plant built on 870,000 sq. 
m has been partially operational and continues to expand.

Sumitomo Denko Printed Circuit has grown strong rapidly 
by supplying FPC (assembled) to Apple. It is rumored that 
half of its revenue comes from Apple contracts. Its overseas 
production now far exceeds domestic volume.

TTM Technologies sold shares in Shengyi Electronics and 
bought back shares of Shengyi Electronics at its Dongguang 
Meadville Circuits. Its Shanghai Meadville Technology-
Silicon Platform plant (seven stories) is being equipped and 
will commence operation. Although the former Meadville 
Technology is now called TTM Asia Pacific, individual plants 
seem to retain the original names, which is normal in China, 
due to the complexity of changing “Chinese” names. 

Daeduck Group underwent major organizational changes 
early this year. Its IC substrate subsidiary, APERIO, is now a 
part of Daeduck Electronics. HDI, FPC and rigid-flex circuit 
(RFC) operations are now placed under Daeduck GDS.

Nanya PCB recovered from its loss of Intel business. 
Although IC substrate is the largest product line of Nanya 
PCB, it has been expanding into the automotive arena as well 
in recent years.

Compeq Manufacturing has been growing steadily the past 
several years. In 2013, its revenue exceeded $1 billion. (Con-

gratulations! You are now a member of the NTI $1 Billion 
Club.) The company supplies boards for the iPad, iPod, iMac 
and iPhone. It is also strong in the IT business. Phase 1 of a 
new plant in Chongqing is ready to commence production 
at any time. It also operates an assembly business in Suzhou.

PSA PCB Group consists of HannStar Board and GBM 
PCB operations. (“PSA” stands for Passive System Alliance.) 
HannStar PCB seems to have given up the intended Chongq-
ing plant. Instead, its sister company, GBM, built a plant in 
Chongqing (80% NB motherboards) and plans to build a 
second one. The plant site has a land area of 1.2 million sq. 
m! Through GBM, the group has PCBA operations worth 
more than $700 million.

Viasystems Group is the second-largest military PCB supplier, 
after TTM. It completed construction of the second, six-story 
manufacturing building at its Zhongshan campus. The site is the 
world’s largest plant dedicated to automotive PCB. It has recov-
ered from the fire last year at its Guangzhou plant. Its Anaheim 
plant was moved to the newly renovated plant under a single 
roof (previously owned by MFlex), less than a mile away from 
the former DDi campus, one of the few new PCB manufactur-
ing plants built in the US in recent years. Its Oregon facility was 
renovated last year to concentrate on high-tech products.

KG PCB Group consists of Elec & Eltek, Techwise, Jiangmen 
Glory Faith, Top Faith, Evertek and Express Circuits. There 
seem to be a few other PCB makers under Kingboard Chemi-
cals in which KG has minority shares. The revenues of these 

NTI-100
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are not included in its consolidated 
revenue. If included, the total may be 
about $1.2 billion.

Shinko Denki Industry had $933 mil-
lion in revenue from its IC Package 
division, which consists of high-end  
flip-chip BGA (mostly for Intel), regular 
BGA, IC assembly and module circuits 
(mostly camera modules). Although the 
company does not state sales of each 
sector, it is generally understood that 
its IC assembly and camera module 
business was about $130 million.

Meiko Electronics came out of a forced 
shutdown of its plant #2 in Wuhan 
(Apple-related incident), which is doing 
well with HDI boards for Chinese smart-
phone makers now. Its automotive PCB 
business is strong. The Vietnam plant has 
recovered from the fire that took place 
at the plating area. (How many fires 
have occurred in plating areas in the past 
several years?) In May this year, Meiko 
purchased Panasonic’s Vietnam ALIVH 
factory, which was shut down on Janu-
ary 1, 2014. Vietnam plant’s third floor 
is dedicated to a JV between Meiko and 
Schweizer Electronics of Germany for 
automotive PCBs.

MFlex has reorganized its operations 
by shutting its Chengdu FPCA plant. It 
has been diversifying its customer base 
to avoid dependence on a single client.

There’s no doubt AT&S’s future is in 
China. No material expansions seem 
to have been made in India, South 
Korea or Austria. Its original plan to 
build smartphone HDI boards at its 
Chongqing plant has changed; now 
that site is earmarked for IC substrates 
and will see more than $500 million in 
new investment. The Chongqing plant 
may be partially operational some time 
in 2015. It seems that AT&S is count-
ing on IC substrates and embedded 
component PCBs for its future growth, 
although historically it depended heav-
ily on HDI boards for cellphones. 
Automotive PCBs are another area 
AT&S is betting on.

CMK is the top automotive PCB maker 
in the world. It manufactures is “reli-
ability” products, “surprisingly” 
because its main products have been 
traditionally for consumer electronics. 

NTI-100

RANK COMPANY NATIONALITY 2012 2013 GROWTH COMMENTS

1 Nippon Mektron* Japan 2,310 2,530 9.5% Apple big customer

2 Young Poong Group* S. Korea 2,181 2,253 3.3% Samsung big customer

3 Unimicron Taiwan 2,383 2,148 -9.7% Into Intel

4 Zhen Ding Technoloy* Taiwan 1,881 2,117 16.3% Apple big customer

5 SEMCO S. Korea 2,102 1,865 -11.3% Samsung big customer

6 Ibiden Japan 1,540 1,506 -2.2% Apple big customer

7 Tripod Taiwan 1,326 1,382 4.2% Automotive growing

8 Sumitomo Denko* Japan 975 1,379 41.4% Apple big customer

9 TTM Technologies US 1,310 1,368 4.4% Apple & Network

10 Daeduck Group S. Korea 1,213 1,297 6.9% Samsung big customer

11 Nanya PCB Taiwan 977 1,097 12.3% A variety of applications

12 Compeq Taiwan 906 1,047 15.6% Apple big customer

13 PSA PCB Group Taiwan 1,112 1,023 -8.0% NB motherboard

14 Viasystems US 1,080 1,008 -6.7% Automotive growing

15 KG PCB Group China 935 922 -1.4% Includes E&E, etc.

16 Shinko Denki Ind. Japan 700 800 14.3% IC substrates

17 Meiko Japan 607 792 30.5% Automotive growing

18 MFlex* US 819 788 -3.8% Apple big customer

19 AT&S Austria 722 786 8.7% $450m inv in CKG

20 Kinsus Taiwan 598 783 31.4% Three business units

21 Multek US 650 730 12.3% Profitable since Oct. '13

22 SI Flex* S. Korea 476 726 52.5% Samsung big customer

23 CMK Japan 726 710 -2.2% No 1 automotive ($488M)

24 T.P.T. Taiwan 722 707 -2.1% NB motherboard

25 WUS Group Taiwan 642 703 9.5% High-layer count MLB

26 Chin Poon Taiwan 479 655 36.7% No. 2 automotive ($472M)

27 Gold Circuit Taiwan 512 603 17.8% Recovered from fire

28 Kyocera PCB Japan 580 600 3.4% SLC+ Circuit Sol'ns

29 LG Innotek S. Korea 568 581 2.3% Apple, Qualcomm

30 Isu-Petasys S. Korea 391 581 48.6% 5 plants

31 Nitto Denko* Japan 413 555 34.4% HDD suspension

32 Flexcom* S. Korea 331 550 66.2% Apple big customer

33 Unitech Taiwan 480 540 12.5% Any-layer & auto

34 Simmtech S. Korea 601 497 -17.3% Recovering from fire

35 Flexium* Taiwan 378 461 22.0% Apple big customer

36 Career* Taiwan 436 458 5.0% Diversified application

37 Ellington China 441 450 2.0% NB motherboard

38 Shennan China 345 423 22.6% Building IC plant

39 Fujikura* Japan 174 410 135.6% Recovering from flood

40 Founder China 366 378 3.3% Chinese smartphones

41 Sanmina US 360 360 0.0% Wuxi plant expanding

42 ASE Taiwan 320 350 11.5% Not much change

43 Dynamic Taiwan 366 342 -6.6% Focused on profits

44 Hitachi Chemical Japan 395 330 -16.4% Only 3 plants in Japan

45 BH Flex* S. Korea 215 330 53.5% Samsung big customer

46 Kyoden Japan 309 310 0.0% Thailand expanding

47 CCTC China 304 302 -0.7% Chinese smartphones

48 Kinwong China 252 301 19.4% FPC, metal core etc.

49 DAP S. Korea 295 300 1.7% Big fire in March '14

50 KCE Thailand 240 300 25.0% 70% automotive

TABLE 4. The NTI-100 World’s Top PCB Makers in 2013 ($ millions)
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It shut its single-sided plants in Singapore and Indonesia a 
long time ago. Now, it has decided to shut its Malaysian 
plant, which made aluminum boards for LEDs. CMK’s only 
Southeast Asian plant left is in Thailand, dedicated to auto-
motive PCB manufacture. Expansion and upgrades to its 
Thailand and China plants are being carried out.

T.P.T. (Taiwan PCB Techvest) owns Yang An, which is listed 
separately. Yang An, which has been listed in NTI-100 in the 
past, is now erased from the table. T.P.T. is still strong in what 
Taiwan calls “optoelectronics PCB,” a fancy way of saying LCD 
driver PCB, although the maker has been strongly involved in 
the notebook motherboard business in recent years.

Wus Group consists of an HDI plant in Kaoshiung, Tai-
wan, and a high-layer count Kunshan plant (plus automo-
tive PCBs also in Kunshan). It completed the brand new 
plant (two connected factories) in the Qing Song part 
of Kunshan and has been building a plant in Huang Xi, 
Hubei Province, where Unimicron will build a plant in the 
future. Wus Kunshan is a major supplier to Cisco, Huawei, 
ZTE, Ericsson, Alcatel-Lucent, etc. It has been emphasiz-
ing automotive PCB. Wus’ production of MLBs with layer 
counts exceeding 18 layers exceeds $100 million per year.

Chin Poon Industrial is the second-largest automotive PCB 
maker, and it has a good chance in the very near future to 

overtake No. 1 CMK. It has been expanding HDI opera-
tions in Taiwan, building a second HDI plant for automotive 
applications and building a new plant in Thailand next to the 
existing DRACO plant, which is practically owned by Chin 
Poon. Chin Poon has been steady in revenue increase and yet 
maintains profitability. Not an easy task.

Gold Circuit Electronics recovered from a fire at its 
Changshu plant #1. Changshu plant #2 was purchased from 
Victory Circuit (Victory Taiwan plant was sold to Tripod, 
which recently reduced its share in Victory) and converted to 
an HDI plant. GCE Taiwan is a maker of high-layer-count 
MLBs. Its MLB production with layer counts more than 18 
layers exceeds $100 million annually.

Kyocera PCB Group consists of Kyocera SLC (originating 
from IBM Yasu) and Kyocera Circuit Solutions purchased 
from Toppan-NEC Circuit Solutions in October 2013. Kyo-
cera is the world’s largest ceramic package substrate maker 
(more than $1 billion?), but the ceramic portion of the 
revenue is excluded from the estimated $600 million total. 
It inherited a plant in the Philippines when it purchased 
Toppan-NEC last October. This plant was built two decades 
ago by NEC, and in recent years has been used as a final 
inspection plant for Toppan-NEC’s IC substrates. No deci-
sion seems to have been made by the new owner as to what 
to do with it.
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LG Innotek is a supplier of any-layer 
HDI boards to Apple. Its IC substrate 
division has Qualcomm as its major 
customer. It was one of the most 
capable makers of high-layer-count 
MLBs in South Korea, but for some 
reason it exited this market.

ISU-Petasys consists of Petasys, which 
is the largest high-end MLB supplier 
to Cisco, Exaboard, Exaflex, Petasys 
America and TTL. TTL is the former 
Trendtronic, located in Hunan Prov-
ince, about 100km south of Changsha. 
Petasys is expanding its high-layer-
count MLB capacity in Taegu, Korea. 
“Isu” means “pear tree” in Korean, 
in case the reader is wondering. ISU 
Chemical is the parent.

Nitto Denko is the largest supplier of 
FPC parts of HDD suspension drives. 
Its printed circuits output in 2013 
was $555 million, up from $413 mil-
lion in fiscal 2012.

Unitech is one of the leaders of 
high-end HDI boards. It is also pro-
moting automotive PCB. It is one of 
the top rigid-flex circuit makers in 
Taiwan (in the form of “semi-flex,” 
in which the flexible part is made 
from thin FR-4, instead of the usual 
polyimide). Its Shanghai plant will be 
relocated to Nantong in 2017-2018. 
The current site will be a huge exhi-
bition center, larger than the exhibi-
tion center in Pudong, Shanghai.

Shennan Circuits is one of the 
major suppliers of high-layer-count 
MLBs. It belongs to AVIC (Avia-
tion Industry of China). It has been 
building a large plant in Wuxi for IC 
substrates and HDI boards.

Fujikura Corp. has been recovering 
from severe flooding damage in Thai-
land in 2011. Two damaged plants 
have been reconstructed. Fujikura 
built a new flex circuit plant in Thai-
land and purchased an FPC plant in 
Ho Chi Minh from bankrupt Sakai 
Denshi. It is aiming at $550 million to 
$600 million revenue in fiscal 2014. 
The plant in Japan accounts for only 
5% of Fujikura’s total capacity.

Founder Technology expanded 
its HDI operations at its Doumen 

NTI-100

RANK COMPANY NATIONALITY 2012 2013 GROWTH COMMENTS

51 Wuzhou China 270 296 9.6% Into everything

52 MGC Group Japan 237 283 19.4% JCI+ TCI

53 Fujitsu Japan 260 280 7.7% High-layer count MLB

54 APCB Taiwan 245 274 11.8% Thailand expanding

55 Palwonn Taiwan 267 270 1.1% Former APCB SZ

56 Boardtek Taiwan 250 262 4.8% High-tech PCB

57 Gul Technology Singapore 267 261 -2.2% Expanding Wuxi 

58 Shirai Japan 225 230 2.2% Also maker of AVI

59 Guangdong Xinda China 195 230 17.9% Not familiar

60 Aoshikan China 140 220 57.1% New plant expanding

61 Ichia Technology Taiwan 172 210 22.1% FPC: 70%

62 Shenzhen Fast Print China 166 210 26.5% Yixing plant working

63 Redboard China 173 204 17.9% Jiangxi expanding

64 Kunshan Huaxin China 194 204 5.2% Not familiar

65 Shenzhen Sun Tat China 175 201 14.9% Trying to stock list

66 Panasonic Japan 310 200 -35.5% All ALIVH shut down

67 Seil Electronics* S. Korea 129 200 55.0% Big in automotive

68 Tigerbuilder China 150 200 33.3% Chinese smartphones

69 Olympic China 178 199 11.8% Not familiar

70 DG Shengyi China 180 196 8.9% Separated from TTM

71 Elna Japan 197 183 -7.1% Automotive growing

72 3M* US 180 180 0.0% Wild, wild guess

73 3CEMS Taiwan 236 178 -24.6% What's the matter?

74 Würth Elektronik Germany 166 177 6.6% No. 1 German maker

75 Daisho Denshi Japan 182 175 -3.8% Profit over revenue

76 Shenzhen Bomin China 129 170 31.8% Trying to stock list

77 Kyosha Japan 150 161 7.3% SSB champion

78 Samsung Techwin S. Korea 158 160 1.3% COF

79 Victory Giant Tech China 153 158 3.3% 45% PC and peripherals

80 Cosmotech S. Korea 171 150 -12.3% SEMCO subcon

81 Guangdong Chouha China 110 150 36.4% Not familiar

82 Onpress China 142 145 2.1% Au plating specialist

83 Jiangsu Suhan China 138 143 3.6% Not familiar

84 STEMCO* S. Korea 160 140 -12.5% COF

85 Kijoo Industry S. Korea 125 140 13.7% Not familiar

86 Sun & Lynn China 135 140 3.7% Guess for 2013

87 Liangdar Taiwan 149 136 -8.7% What's the matter?

88 Eastern Japan 110 135 22.7% Under NTK control

89 Schweizer Germany 135 135 0.0% $30M from Meiko?

90 MFS* Singapore 117 133 13.7% China plant growing

91 Huading China 138 130 -5.8% Zhejiang and Jiangsu

92 Kunshan Wanzhou China 117 126 7.7% Not familiar

93 3win Group China 116 123 48.0% Rigid and FPC (Shenzhen and Zhuhai)

94 Somacis Italy 103 110 7.2% Italy, China & US

95 Xiamen Hongxin* China 90 108 20.0% Main Lenovo supplier

96 Yamamoto Japan 96 107 11.5% High-layer count MLB

97 Plotech Taiwan 116 106 -8.6% What's the matter?

98 AKM* China 90 105 16.7% Not familiar

99 NTK Japan 100 100 0.0% Organic substrate only

 Total  46,041 49,532 7.7% 20+ between $90-100M

Source: N.T. Information Ltd.  *Predominantly flex circuit manufacturer

TABLE 4. The NTI-100 World’s Top PCB Makers in 2013 (continued)



Fushan campus and built a new QTA plant, also at Doumen 
campus. It is one of the largest HDI board suppliers in China, 
mostly to Chinese smartphone makers. Its Chongqing plant 
is dedicated to high-layer-count MLBs. The parent of this 
maker is Beijing University.

Dynamic Electronics changed its image in 2013 from 
original “DYnamic.” Its recent emphasis is on profit 
versus revenue growth, by expanding HDI products and 
automotive PCBs.

CCTC is one of the major China-based HDI board makers, 
but somehow its revenue growth in the past few years is 
dormant. It is part of Go-World. Its sister division manu-
factures laminates.

Kinwong has been growing rapidly in the last few years by 
adding FPC and metal core PCB capability.

DAP had a big fire at its Anseong, Korea, plant in March this 
year. It is one of the major suppliers of HDI boards to Samsung 
Electronics. It started to build a new plant next to the burned 
plant, and the first phase seems to have been completed.

KCE is expanding automotive PCB capacity by building a 
dedicated plant (first phase) next door to a KCE’s group com-
pany, Thai Laminate, in Lat Krabang near Bangkok Airport. 
More than 70% of its output goes to the automotive industry.

Tigerbuilder is a China-based HDI board maker located in the 
Wuzhong district of Suzhou. It is formerly Ya Shin of Taiwan, 
which went bankrupt. Ya Shin’s Dongguang plant was purchased 
by China-based Wuzhou. During its heyday, Ya Shin DG manu-
factured millions of MLBs for Sony PlayStation game consoles. 
Tigerbuilder deals with about 80 Chinese smartphone makers, 
out of 377 licensed in China. (This number may have changed.)

Palwonn is a Taiwan-based company with plants only in China. 
Its origin is APCB Shenzhen. The major owner is an entrepre-
neur with shares in various PCB-related companies in Taiwan 
and China. It has two plants: one in Shenzhen, the other in 
Suzhou. The Suzhou plant is brand new and very large.

Gul Technology, a Singapore-based maker with 
plants in Suzhou and Wuxi, is expanding in 
Wuxi by building a new plant. Its Suzhou plant 
is mainly for automotive, while Wuxi is for HDI 
boards for DSC, etc.

NTK’s interconnect product consists of ceramic 
and organic package substrates. Some $100 mil-
lion represents only organic package revenue. It 
owns at least 34% of Eastern, another mid-size 
package substrate maker in Japan. Eastern is 
constructing a new package substrate plant in 
Nagano Prefecture in Japan with money from 
NTK.

There are more than 20 fabricators with rev-
enues between $90 million and $99 million. 

Their revenues are so close to each other that ranking them 
accurately is almost an impossible task because of exchange 
rate effects.

In 2013, 14 PCB manufacturers achieved revenues of more 
than $1 billion, one more than in 2012. Four attained more than 
$2 billion. If SEMCO maintained its 2012 output level, there 
would have been five with more than $2 billion revenue.

Taiwan makers continue to expand in China, albeit more 
cautiously. However, if these expansions are examined carefully, 
one can notice that many of these are replacements of original 
plants that are no longer expandable due to water regulations, 
be they water supply limits or waste treatment rules. Many of the 
“original plants” were constructed in “loosely defined” indus-
trial parks, which are now surrounded by residential houses, and 
the residents complain about smells from the plants and potential 
environmental disasters due to the heavy metal usage by PCB 
makers. As a result, local governments are asking these plants to 
shut down. This is happening not only to Taiwanese fabricators 
but to manufacturers of all nationalities.

Chinese fabricators are now expanding more aggressively 
in China. It will be some time, however, before any China-
based fabricator achieves revenue of $1 billion, unless some 
merge with or purchase competitors. The Japanese have 
stopped building new plants in China, although small expan-
sions of existing plants can be seen. In the future, will more 
China-based makers creep up in the ranks? We shall see. 

Sixteen years ago, fabricators were angling for a bigger 
piece of the telecom market. Today it’s smartphones. But the 
trend is still the same: The big get bigger – and faster. 
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